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the binding energies of the protons (p 2 and pi) , £ (yPl ) and e ( A } , in the bound (Yp2)

and (ApO states, respectively, satisfy the conditions

£B>£X x £B • (1)

It is shown that, the amplitude Mp , in addition the singularity £JP connected with the dynamics

transfer, has also the singularity C, on the variable cos0 (0 is the scattering angle in the c.m.s.)

arising due to the Coulomb vertex formfactors for the virtual decays X—>(Yp2)+pi and

(Api)+p2~>B . According to (1), the singularity C, is the nearest to the physical region -

1<COS9<1 , where 1< C,<£,p. The main singular term of M'^ , which defines the behavior both of

the amplitude M^ and of the exact amplitude, Mfs), at cos0-><^ , is found. Besides, behavior of

M^ at cos0->£,p, M'p
2}, is also obtained.

Using of the explicit forms of M(s> and A^,:), the asymptotics of the exact partial wave

amplitudes M/ for / » 1 , Mjus), giving dominant contribution to the A(X,Y)B reaction , and

of those in a mechanism of consecutive transfer of the usual DWBA, A-/J,2/, which corresponds

to the amplitude M1^ , have been derived. The asymptotical expressions for Mj^ and

show both the different dependence on / and the different absolute normalization factors, but
they involve the common unknown factor, a product of the nuclear vertex constants for the

virtual decays X~KYp2)+pi , (Ap,)+p2 -^>B, (Yp2)-> Y+p2 H (Ap,)-> A+p] .

Comparison of the peripheral partial amplitude M\m) for / » 1 with those of M{
p
2J has

been made for the peripheral 10B (12N,10B)12N, l5N(12 N,10B) 17F, nB( I3N,nB) l3N, 15N(!3N,
HB) I7F and nB(21Na,!9F)13N reactions at different projectile energies E. For each of them

reactions lower limits of values of / (/ >> 1) beginning with them the modulus ratio of R/ =

M)as)l M[p] I >1 as a function of/ for different energies E have been determined.
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The problem of fundamental symmetries and the effects breaking them is one of the basic

challenges of modern physics. There are grounds to assume that the major contributor to these

effects is placed beyond the standard model. Nuclear processes are usable tests on T-even P-

odd, T-odd P-even, and T-odd P-odd effects. The first type of them is rather well-studied. The

possibilities to measure an effect of the second type seem to be poor in the discussed

processes.
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At the same time search for time-reversal P-odd (PT-) symmetry violation offers promise
for experimental investigation due to existence of nuclear enhancement effects analogous to
T-even P-odd ones. An investigation of the effect in nuclear processes is considered as a
promising source of the information which is complementary to that obtained in the
framework of K- and B-meson experiments and measurements of the electric dipole moments
of elementary particles and atoms. The matter is that the amplitudes specific for PT-symmetry
violation in NN-interaction (isovector meson exchange amplitude for example) turn out to be
essential or even dominating in the discussed case.

In the present talk the results of the analysis of capability of the wide range of
experimental schemes are presented. This analysis demonstrates the significant advantage of
the scheme based on the measurement of linear polarization of gamma radiation of oriented
(by an incident particle, or by a preceding alpha-decay, or by cryogenic means) sample.
Indeed, the discussed approach, on the one hand, allows one to remove cumbersome
coincident schemes and, on the other hand, the formalism of the approach is usually
characterized by a relatively large spin factor in the relation connecting the correlation effect
in a nucleus with the elementary amplitude. The estimations demonstrate that in appropriate
cases the upper limit to the PT-violation effect of about 10'3of the observed P-odd effect in the
same nucleus may be obtained. This result confirms that the proposed scheme is quite
competitive with electric dipol moments measurements.
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An analysis of the experimental data on the charge (mass) distributions of products in
nuclear reactions with heavy ions [1], dependence of yield of fragments on their isotope
numbers and ones of projectile- and target nuclei [2], and cross sections of the formation of
evaporation residues at synthesis of new superheavy elements [3] shows that the individual
peculiarities (shell structure, N/Z-ratio) of interacting nuclei play decisive role at formation
and evolution of dinuclear system. Therefore, the appropriate microscopic model should be
used for the theoretical analysis of the above mentioned effects. The main quantities which
must be included into model are the realistic scheme of single-particle states, nucleon
separation energy, single-particle matrix elements of nucleon transitions in nuclei and nuclcon
exchange between them caused by influence of the mean-field of partner-nucleus.

In this work the nucleon transfer matrix elements were calculated for the Wood-Saxon
potential for spherical nucleus. The eigenvalues and wave functions of single-particle states
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